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Gate Automation

Accessories - FAAC

Accessories can
be ordered as
packages on Page
47 or individually.

25001
ADV1000i Advantage DK with intercom
Stand Alone Keypad
-

High grade stainless steel
faceplate and metal keypad
Programmable codes with 3
strikes you’re out security
Night Light
5.5h x 6.625w x 4.50d

25002
LEM-1DLK door / intercom Master
StaƟon
-

-

-

In ground gooseneck pedestal
Ideal for drive up

-

-

communications
Pedestal for mounting
communication intercom

-

-

98’ range
Receiver and transmitter provide
reliable all-weather sensing
Safety device: senses
obstructions in gate path
when gate closing
2.75h x 3.75w x 1.75d
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-

1500’ Communication range
Interior master station allows
for communication with
exterior intercom station
Inside station includes a release
button to activate the
relay and open gate for accesss
6.75h x 5.00w x 1.75d

25004
Photobeam Photo Eye

25003
In Ground Pedestal Mount

25007
Closed Stop

25006
Open Stop
-

48

One open and one closed stop
included with each operator
Dual operator comes with two
open stops and two closed stops

-

One open and one closed stop
included with each operator
Dual operator comes with two
open stops and two closed stops

25009
TransmiƩer XT4 433 RC
-

Dual button transmitters
Rolling code transmitter to
prevent cloning of the signal

25005
Carsense 202 SLIM 150 - Exit Wand
-

Single piece buried motion sensor
Detects moving vehicles for “free exit”
150’ lead in wire
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20006
Digital Keypad

20003
Single BuƩon TransmiƩer

20007
In-Ground Pedestal

-

Single Button Transmitter

-

May be installed as a wireless system

-

Black Powder Coated Aluminum Pedestal

-

Adjustable Code Settings

-

Programmable with up to 25 different

-

Ideal for drive up communications

PIN codes

20014
ResidenƟal Wireless Intercom / Keypad

20004
GTO Photobeams
-

Safety device provides a “non-contact”
means of entrapment protection

-

Interior Intercom Base Station
Up to 4 (total) will work with each
Exterior intercom / keypad unit
Provides superior range, two-way
communication up to 500 feet

20107
Solar Panel, Complete, 10 WaƩ, 600mA
-

10 watt solar panel
Two recommended for adequate
power
For use with your operator when
power is greater than 1000 feet away
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20009
100Ō Exit Wand
-

Installed along the driveway on the inside
of your property
Detects an approaching vehicle within
a 12 ft radius
Signals the GTO system gate opener to open
Provides “hands free” exiting of your property
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